This paper discusses the process of updating school capacity, which is subject to change from a variety of factors (to comply with current building codes, changes in educational programs, changes in class size, expansion of educational services, and scheduling). The paper describes the two major components of updating school capacity: the program variation component (involving changes in class size and program), and the space management component (involving space utilization and school remodeling). The paper also discusses conceptual considerations regarding school capacity, including temporary, maximum, functional, practical, and reclaimed capacity. The paper concludes with a discussion of core questions: (1) "How efficiently is a school building being utilized?" (2) "What standard should be used to determine school capacity?" (3) "What are the considerations in reclaiming school capacity?" and (4) "What is 'best practice' in school capacity planning?" (Contains 17 references.) (EV)
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School capacity is subject to change in response to five factors: (1) compliance with current building codes, (2) change of educational program, (3) change of class size, (4) expansion of educational services, and (5) scheduling (Chan, 1998). When change occurs in one of these factors, the capacity of a school needs to be updated to reflect the reality (Eubanks, 1985; Glass, 1994). School capacity update is an essential but often forgotten process of educational planning. With the updated information in hand, an educational administrator is able to make more intelligent decisions on the use of educational resources.

Why Updating School Capacity

A new school is built either to replace an old school building or to accommodate a growing student population. It is planned with a pre-determined capacity to meet the facility needs as identified by enrollment forecasting. After a new school is opened, changes in educational programs and physical environment will render the pre-determined school capacity invalid. Thus, updating the school capacity has become a justifiable cause of action because it (1) provides up-to-date information for educational planning, (2) accounts for the gain or loss of instructional spaces as a result of educational changes, (3) assesses the impact of program variations on school capacity, (4) evaluates the effectiveness of space utilization of a school building, and (5) explores options of making best use of the educational resources.

Components of School Capacity Update

The process of updating school capacity involves two major components: the program variation component and the space management component. The program variation component examines the impact of class size and program changes on school capacity. On the other hand, the space management component evaluates how space utilization and school remodeling effect school capacity.

The Program Variation Component

Class size.

The impact of class size on school capacity has been well documented (Haas, 1987; Chambers, 1993; Castaldi, 1994; Scott Valley Unified School District, 1995; Chan, 1998). Class size is directly proportional to school capacity. In many states, class sizes are either mandated or recommended by the state departments of education by grade and by discipline. The state departments usually require the school systems to maintain an average class size system wide. This allows the school systems certain degree of flexibility in assigning teachers to schools. Some local school systems may choose to go by
smaller class sizes than what the state departments specify in order to focus on increasing teacher attention to individual students. Any change in class size needs to be examined when updating school capacity. The development of a spreadsheet is probably the best way to handle the class size update, to work on scenarios of class size changes and to assess the impact of class size changes on school capacity.

Program changes.

Another impact on school capacity is caused by the change of educational programs housed in the school building. The nature of educational programs dictates the capacity planning of a school building (Chan, 1982; Castaldi, 1994). Most educational programs today demand greater support of physical environment in terms of increased square footage and advanced technology. Any change of educational program will lead to changes in the educational specifications, physical requirements and eventually school capacity. Therefore, assessing the impact of program changes on school capacity is an essential step in school capacity update.

The Space Management Component

Space utilization.

Space utilization as a factor to determine school capacity has been supported by Conrad (1954), New Jersey Department of Education (1969), Day (1984), Chambers (1993), Castaldi (1994) and Glass (1994). As part of the space management component, space utilization represents an effort to schedule the time for the most efficient use of the school facility. The space utilization percentage of a school building is very mobile. It is sensitive to change in response to any scheduling action. A high percentage of space utilization is an indication of increased school capacity. Ideas such as double session schooling and year round schooling, when implemented, will revolutionarily change the capacity of a school. Therefore, in updating school capacity, the space utilization of a school has to be closely examined.

School remodeling.

School remodeling is the construction work planned to change the physical environment of a school building so that the building can better function to support the educational activities. In the process of remodeling, spaces in the school building may be partitioned, consolidated or converted to other uses as needed. Some remodeling work may even include classroom additions. As a result of the remodeling work, the number of instructional spaces in the school building will be changed and all the spaces will be reassigned. Accordingly, the capacity of the school needs to be evaluated and a new floor plan of the school needs to be prepared to indicate the updated capacity.

Conceptual Considerations

A review of literature about school capacity has revealed some very interesting concepts worthy of discussion in updating school capacity. They are centered around the interpretation of the term "school capacity". A school capacity update could be more meaningfully performed with reference to these basic concepts.
Temporary Capacity

After comparing school capacity numbers with real pupil enrollment numbers, Mitchell (1997) claimed that the school capacity numbers were deceptive because they were based on the state's complex and frequently changing definition of school capacity. In the same example, Mitchell pointed out that the school systems were instructed to include system owned portable classrooms in the school capacity calculation. As a rule of thumb, only instructional spaces in the permanent structures can be included in the school capacity calculation. Temporary classrooms only create temporary school capacity. Including the temporary portable classrooms in the capacity update tends to confuse the real need for educational facilities in the school.

Maximum Capacity

In her study of financing public school facilities in Texas, Haas (1987) engaged the maximum class size requirement as an independent variable. Maximum class size results in maximum school capacity. This concept of maximum capacity was opposed by Chambers (1993) who described maximum capacity as a somewhat meaningless number which represented the theoretical number of students impossible to be loaded in the given spaces. Even though maximum capacity is an impractical number, it helps establish the high limit of school capacity update which is worthy of planning references.

Functional Capacity

In a special publication entitled "School Capacity", New Jersey Department of Education (1969) described the term "functional capacity" as the number of pupils that can adequately be housed in a school building without overcrowding. Determination of functional capacity of a school building was described by Chambers (1993) as the program sensitive approach which involved the analysis of program characteristics, average class sizes, and scheduling efficiency. Chambers felt very strongly that only functional capacity would yield some realistic and meaningful numbers for use in school planning and operation. The effort of Chambers and New Jersey Department of Education has disclosed the fallacy of using "maximum" as a means of updating school capacity. At the same time, the idea of functional capacity leads to the development of Glass's theory of practical capacity.

Practical Capacity

Glass (1994) explained that the practical capacity of a school was the number of students who could be accommodated under the concept of best practice. By taking a situational approach, Glass gave school capacity a new interpretation. The best practice concept is program oriented and it throws new light to updating school capacity.

Reclaimed Capacity

The effort of reclaiming educational space was described by Gisolfi (1996) as follows:

Within the walls of many school buildings hidden usable space waits to be found. When identified, this unused or under-used space can be reprogrammed, redesigned and reconfigured to help meet changing educational needs. (p. 26)

The idea is great. It works hand in hand with the functional changes of educational programs. Examples of reclaiming space include: the conversion of an old auditorium to a new media center, a wood shop to a special education suite, and storage areas to office spaces. Furthermore, some of the over-designed
spaces can be identified and redistributed to other program uses. The reclaimed capacity will add to the
total capacity update of the school.

Discussion

After exploring the different aspects of updating school capacity, the author would like to focus on
several crucial points about the subject. Leading the readers through a practitioner's point of view, the
author attempts to highlight the cores of the issues around school capacity. The following discussion is
revolved around four basic questions:

(1) How efficiently is a school building utilized?

One of the main contributions of updating school capacity is to actually audit the school building space
by space to determine the utilization factor of the school building. It is clear that if the spaces in a school
building are utilized more frequently through scheduling, the school could accommodate more students.
The net result is that additional classrooms may not be needed. In light of the high construction cost of a
school building, it makes good sense to re-examine the facility needs and update the school capacity.

(2) What standard should be used to determine school capacity?

Each state department of education develops its own formula to determine school capacity for its
intended purpose. Building departments of local governments set occupancy limits of schools with
reference to the Building Code. Professional organizations have also established optimal school sizes at
different levels. What standard should an educational administrator use to determine school capacity?
The answer lies in identifying the line of authority and recognizing the appropriate entities having
jurisdiction over different standards. A school has to meet various standards to survive professional
screening. For practical purposes, the more stringent standard needs to be used in determining school
capacity.

(3) What are the considerations in reclaiming school capacity?

As suggested by Gisolfi (1996), the capacity of a school building could be increased by reclaiming some
of the hidden spaces which could be remodeled for instructional use. However, attention should be given
to the involvement of remodeling work to these spaces. Because of the change of function, some of
these spaces may be required to undergo extensive remodeling to meet the basic fire and building codes.
When the remodeling work becomes too expensive, the reclaimed capacity may not be justified.

(4) What is "best practice" in school capacity planning?

Glass (1994) recommended the use of best practice to determine the practical capacity of a school
building. Best practice could be interpreted as the majority practice of determining school capacity in the
national perspective. Quantitative surveys could be performed to examine majority class sizes and
school population. A qualitative approach could be taken to study the nature of educational programs
and their supporting facilities. The findings of these national surveys and analyses may have significant
bearing on the notion of "best practice".

Conclusion

The updating of school capacity, recommended to be performed annually, involves tedious work on the
part of an administrator. However, an updated school capacity record provides such useful information
to make any educational planning work much easier. Understanding that the school capacity information is most reliable, an educational planner makes decisions with confidence. This may well justify the large amount of work involved in updating school capacity.
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